
Assignments for March 1, 2016
Johannes Karreth

RPOS 517

The exercises below are divided into two sections. The first section, as indicated, should be completed at home
BEFORE class. The second section will be completed during class.

Submission instructions:

• Please submit the at-home part of the assignment as a Word document and a .Rmd file via Blackboard
by noon on Tuesday before class (note the different deadline for this week).

• Please use the answer template provided on the course website to submit your assignments.
• Submit two files: the Word document you just produced, and the .Rmd file you used to produce the

Word document.

Section 1: At-home assignment

1.1 Tutorial

Work through the tutorial “Bivariate Regression” and complete the following exercises using the dataset
“mlb11”

1.1.1 Using plot_ss and the two variables at_bats and runs, choose a line that does a good job of minimizing
the sum of squares. Run the function several times (highlight the respective code in your R code and run it).
What was the smallest sum of squares that you got?

1.1.2 Fit a new model that uses hits to predict runs. Using the estimates from the R output, write the
equation of the regression line. What does the slope tell us in the context of the relationship between success
of a team and its count of hits?

1.1.3 Is there any apparent pattern in the residuals plot? What does this indicate about the linearity of the
relationship between hits and runs?

1.1.4 Based on the plot in you just created, does the constant error variance condition appear to be met?

1.1.5 Based on the histogram and the normal probability plot, does the nearly normal residuals condition
appear to be met?

Section 2: In-class assignment

(Complete these as instructed in class.)

2.1 Regression by hand

The following observations come from the “Duncan” dataset on the prestige of various occupations. You
can learn more about these data in the help file for the Duncan object, which is part of the car package
(If you receive the error Error in library(car) : there is no package called ‘car’, install the car
package first.)
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library(car)
?Duncan

In these data, Education indicates the percent of males in this occupation in 1950 who were high-school
graduates; Prestige indicates the percent of raters in a survey at the time rating occupation as excellent or
good in prestige.1

Occupation Education Prestige
undertaker 74 57
lawyer 98 89
physician 97 97
welfare.worker 84 59
teacher 91 73
conductor 34 38
contractor 45 76
factory.owner 56 81
store.manager 44 45
banker 82 92

2.1.1 Work in groups of 2 or 3. Employing the data for these 10 professions, find intercept and slope coefficient
for the linear least-squares regression of prestige (outcome) on education (explanatory variable). First, find
the appropriate formula in the AR book. Then, calculate these values by hand together with your neighbor.
Write them on the whiteboard closest to you. Tip: you can use Excel or Google Spreadsheets to calculate
and/or verify your numbers. Your spreadsheet should look something like this:

2.1.2 Now verify your numbers by estimating a linear regression model in R on observations 11 through 20 in
the “Duncan” data. Hints:

• load the car package;
• type data(Duncan)to load the Duncan data;
• create a new object, Duncan_dat, that is a data frame containing the Duncan data with the command:

Duncan_dat <- Duncan

• Use R’s row number indexing to create the subset with only observations 11-20.

More hints:

a = ȳ − b1x̄

b1 =
∑

((xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ))∑
(xi − x̄)2

1(The data come from Duncan, O. D. (1961) A socioeconomic index for all occupations. In Reiss, A. J., Jr. (Ed.) *Occupations
and Social Status*. Free Press [Table VI-1].)
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SE =

√∑
E2

i

n − 2

R2 = Total sum of squares − Residual sum of squares
Total sum of squares =

∑
(yi − ȳ)2 −

∑
(yi − ŷ)∑

(yi − ȳ)2

2.2 Manipulating data and regression results

2.2.1 Go to the Google spreadsheet at https://goo.gl/G0jx02. This dataset contains simulated data and a
scatterplot with a regression line and -equation that I already created for you.

2.2.2 Go to File > Make a copy to open a copy you can edit.

2.2.3 Change some of the predictor and outcome values and see what this does to the regression line and
-equation.

2.2.4 Which values seem to have more influence on the parameters of the regression equation?

2.3 Anscombe’s quartet

In groups of 2 or 3, read the dataset at http://www.jkarreth.net/files/anscombe.csv into R. This
dataset has four outcome variables, y1-y4, and four explanatory variables, x1-x4.

2.3.1 Fit four bivariate regression models, one for each pair of y and x (i.e., one where y1 ~ x2, one where
y2 ~ x2, etc.)

2.3.2 Compare the results of these regression models. What do you think the data look like? Put a scatterplot
of y and x on the whiteboard.

2.3.3 Now create scatterplot for each pair of y and x. Superimpose the regression line from the respective
model. What does this tell you about these regression models?

2.4 Simulating the DGP

Simulate (in R) a data-generating process for two variables (one predictor, one outcome variable) that meets
the assumptions of linear regression modeling.

2.4.1 First, think about what you actually need to create with this simulation (the output) and what you
need to create it.

2.4.1 Then, simulate the data.

2.4.1 Now, estimate a bivariate regression model. How closely did you recover the parameters of the DGP?

2.4.1 Can you repeat this process 1000 times? How would you set this up in R? What would you learn?

We’ll provide more specific hints during class.
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1b-05tOOUolFVez2gxnx2orMUFt3U8pPRvtxNkTFVmcs/edit?usp=sharing
http://www.jkarreth.net/files/anscombe.csv
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